INCIDENCE OF HEAT TREATMENT ON THE CORROSIVE BEHAVIOR OF AISI 316L AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL
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ABSTRACT

Heat treatments of AISI 316L samples were conducted at 900°C with slow cooling in air to induce varied precipitation of chromium-rich carbide particles at grain boundaries, resulting in a microstructure susceptible to intergranular corrosion. The corrosion behavior of the material in this state was investigated in a salt spray chamber containing 5% NaCl. The temperature inside the chamber was set at 35°C, while the saturated air temperature was recorded at 47°C. Samples were periodically extracted for observation and analysis using a stereoscopic magnifying glass, optical microscope, and scanning electron microscope. The results revealed the detrimental effect of chloride ions on the corrosion behavior of these stainless steels. Metallographic examination of corroded specimens after the salt spray test confirmed that the passive layer's breakdown was responsible for the intergranular corrosion occurring along preferential paths of chromium carbides.
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INTRODUCTION

Stainless steels are often categorized into five types based on their microstructure: austenitic, duplex (ferritic-austenitic), ferritic, martensitic, and precipitation-hardenable alloys. Among these, austenitic stainless steels are the largest group and widely used in various industries such as chemical, petrochemical, and nuclear, due to their excellent combination of mechanical properties and high corrosion resistance [1].

The corrosion resistance of austenitic stainless steels depends on the presence of alloying elements that enhance the stability of the passive film and the absence of those that diminish it. As mentioned in [2], the superior corrosion resistance of austenitic stainless steels can be attributed to the formation of a chromium oxide-hydroxide enriched passive layer, with a thickness ranging from 0.5 nm to 5 nm, when exposed to oxygen. This passive layer exhibits self-healing properties [3-7]. However, austenitic stainless steels are susceptible to degradation caused by thermal aging and external factors such as irradiation, stress, temperature, and coolant media, which can affect the reliability of components [8, 9]. Carbides play a significant role in austenitic stainless steels, but they are not always stable and can undergo changes during thermal aging or welding processes, which have a significant impact on material performance [10].

Different stoichiometric carbides can be formed by incorporating appropriate alloying elements and employing suitable heat treatments, leading to improved mechanical strength in these steels. However, the presence of carbides must be carefully controlled. Continuous exposure to high temperatures triggers diffusion phenomena, particularly carbon and chromium diffusion from austenitic grains to grain boundaries. This results in the coarsening of precipitates and the creation of a microstructural state with reduced corrosion resistance due to sensitization [11].

It is widely accepted that sensitivity to intergranular corrosion in austenitic stainless steels is primarily caused by the precipitation of Cr7C3 carbides at grain boundaries [12]. The formation of these carbides involves the diffusion of chromium towards grain boundaries, creating a chromium-depleted zone in the vicinity of the grain boundary [13]. Among the various forms of corrosion observed in stainless steels, intergranular corrosion, pitting, and stress corrosion cracking are commonly encountered, and among these, intergranular corrosion is the most prevalent and significant mechanism that affects the service performance of these alloys. However, the presence of chromium carbides in the microstructure can be detrimental. Austenitic stainless steels that have been subjected to treatments in the temperature range of 500°C to 900°C or have been slowly cooled from annealing temperatures (1000°C to 1200°C) can become sensitized. Sensitization refers to the susceptibility of stainless steels to intergranular corrosion resulting from microstructural changes.

When the chromium content near the grain boundaries drops below the passivation limit of 12 wt.%, the steel becomes sensitized and is prone to active dissolution. In such conditions, it tends to corrode at rates similar to carbon steel and pure iron [14] when exposed to non-ideal operating conditions. Consequently, sensitized steels are highly susceptible to intergranular corrosion and intergranular stress corrosion cracking, which can lead to premature failures of fabricated components [1].

One important intermetallic phase that can form is Sigma (σ) phase, which consists of a chromium-molybdenum-rich hard precipitate that forms at temperatures between 600°C and 1000°C [15, 16]. Once sigma phase is formed, it is difficult to restore the optimal microstructure [17]. The detrimental effect of sigma phase on corrosion resistance is usually attributed to
the formation of chromium-molybdenum-depleted regions adjacent to this phase [18].

While the study of corrosion phenomena in stainless steels is still ongoing due to the wide range of steel grades available, current publications primarily focus on the degradation of mechanical properties caused by corrosion. Several authors [13, 19, 20] have noted that corrosion leads to a reduction in yield strength, ultimate strength, and ductility due to the accumulation of hydrogen within the steel, a phenomenon known as hydrogen embrittlement (HE).

However, austenitic stainless steels are generally less susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement due to their low diffusivity and high solubility of hydrogen in their face-centered cubic structure [21]. Nonetheless, under severe environmental conditions, the potential for brittle fracture associated with hydrogen embrittlement should be considered [22]. This is particularly important as these alloys are being considered for use in hydrogen energy systems, and addressing hydrogen embrittlement is crucial for ensuring safe designs and further improving materials [23].

This article focuses on the susceptibility of AISI 316L austenitic stainless steel to intergranular corrosion. The material was subjected to accelerated corrosion tests in a Salt Fog Chamber machine following ASTM B117 and ISO 9227 standards [24], and post-test analysis involved mechanical and chemical cleaning according to ASTM G1 [25].

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

In this investigation, flat AISI 316L austenitic stainless steel samples were utilized. The chemical composition of the steel is provided in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Chemical composition of AISI 316L austenitic stainless steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Com-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initially, a specially designed heat treatment (as described in Table 2) was conducted in coincidence with mostly temperature applications of these materials in the range of 900°C. The purpose was to induce a significant quantity and distribution of chromium carbides in the AISI 316L austenitic stainless steel samples, with undesirable effects on mechanical and chemical behavior, compared with as-received samples. Furthermore, this treatment causes microstructural sensitization, which increases the possibility of intergranular corrosion under non-ideal working conditions. This is due to the significant precipitation carbides at grain boundaries, leading to chromium depleted zones in the surrounding areas. As mentioned by the authors in [26], this particular heat treatment, accompanied by a moderate cooling rate, leads to microstructural sensitization in the material, rendering it susceptible to intergranular corrosion under non-ideal working conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Heat treatments parameters applied to the specimens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID Samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subsequently, conventional metallographic characterization methods were employed to analyze the shape and distribution of carbides using optical microscopy (Olympus GX5). A more detailed examination of carbide morphology and size was carried out using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, LEO1525 AMR 1000). Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was utilized in conjunction with thermodynamic simulation to confirm the presence of sigma phase, which plays a crucial role in the hydrogen trapping mechanism within this austenitic stainless steel. In order to evaluate the corrosion behavior, both as-received (AR) and heat-treated (TT) samples were subjected to a salt fog corrosion test in a DIGIMESS Salt Fog Chamber Machine Model QSS-108. The testing was performed according to the ASTM B117 and ISO 9227 standards [24]. The samples were exposed to a 5% NaCl solution for up to 96 hours, with periodic extractions as indicated in Table 3. Multiple samples were tested at each time point, with at least two samples for each condition (AR or TT). It should be noted that the chosen concentration of NaCl aims to simulate a marine environment while adhering to the conditions specified in the previously mentioned standard [24]. To identify the order of extraction from the machine, a numerical identifier was assigned to the treated (TT) and as-received (AR) samples, such as AR1 (i.e. AR corresponds to as-received samples and 1 indicates the first extraction, and so on), TT1, AR2, TT2, AR3, TT3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Samples exposure time to salt spray</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID Samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR1, TT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR2, TT2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR3, TT3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is worth adding that corrosion usually happens in a nonlinear manner, with higher velocities at the beginning that later slow down. Therefore, the time elapsed between extractions may not necessarily be the same. After each extraction, the samples were carefully examined to evaluate their surface and internal conditions using a stereoscopic magnifying glass (Olympus SZ61) and a light microscope (Olympus GX5). Image analysis software (Material Plus 4.5) was employed to determine the average depth of intergranular attack using the linear measurement tool of the software over the entire sample area and subsurface section of the samples. Additionally, the surface of all samples was further examined using stereoscopic magnifying glass, and macrographs of the entire sample surfaces were captured. These macrographs were also analyzed with image analysis software (TSView) to quantify the presence of oxides on the surface. Finally, to assess the degree of corrosion experienced by the samples during exposure in the salt fog machine, the corrosion rate was calculated using equation (1), considering that the mass loss procedure was previously described by the authors in [27].

\[
\text{Corroso\text{r}on rate} \left( \frac{\text{mg/m}^2 \cdot \text{h}}{\text{h}} \right) = \frac{\Delta W}{A \cdot T \cdot D} \quad (1)
\]

where: K [g/m²·h] - material constant, \(\Delta W\) [g] - mass loss of the sample, A [m²] - sample tested area, T [h] - exposure time, D [g/m³] - material density

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Samples characterization

The microstructural characterization of the AISI 316L austenitic stainless steel involved the analysis of carbide sizes, distributions, and morphologies after annealing at 900°C for 120 minutes. In the annealed sample, a fully austenitic microstructure was observed, with isolated small globular and irregular chromium carbides. These carbides had sizes ranging from 1 to 4 μm and were primarily located at the austenitic grain boundaries (GB), see Fig. 1b and its corresponding EDS analysis in Fig. 1d. This find-
ing indicates a significant difference compared to the as-received material, where carbides were found in both grain boundaries and within the grains (Fig. 1a) with EDS analysis in Fig. 1c.

Furthermore, the analysis conducted using Material Plus 4.5 software revealed a 5% increase in the number of precipitates in the heat-treated sample compared to the as-received counterpart. This result is consistent with the findings presented in [28], where higher temperatures in heat treatments were shown to lead to the formation of chromium-depletion zones. These zones weaken the passive layer of CrO₃ due to the increased precipitation of carbide particles at the grain boundaries.

Recent studies have also indicated that the shape of intergranular carbides is related to the characteristics of the grain boundaries. As the misorientation between adjacent grains increases, the carbide morphology tends to transition from plate-like to sharp triangular. This effect, associated with the morphology of Mn₂₃C₆ carbides, may explain the more pronounced cavitation observed in grain boundaries with higher degrees of misorientation during high-temperature creep [29-31].

Microscopic analysis of the as-received samples revealed the presence of dense alignments of carbide particles with a maximum length of 160 μm, composed of particles with an average diameter of 2.42 μm. However, after heat treatment, the aligned carbide distribution became more widely spaced and consisted of smaller carbides with an average diameter of 1.58 μm. Irregular oxide inclusions were also observed, which exhibited a brittle nature and were detached from the austenitic grains. In line with the literature, the main types of oxide inclusions present in AISI 316 stainless steel can include a mix of combined oxides (Al₂O₃, MgO, MnO, and TiO₃x) [32]. These oxide inclusions are known to occur in AISI 316 stainless steel and can be a result of the steelmaking process. They can significantly influence the properties and performance of the material. Minimizing the presence of these inclusions is important to ensure the quality and corrosion resistance of AISI 316 stainless steel. It has been noted in the literature that oxide inclusions are frequently observed in studies on the pitting corrosion of 316L stainless steel. It has been suggested that pitting corrosion may initiate around oxide inclusions in the presence of sulfur and chloride ions [33].

EDS analysis confirmed a decrease in the chromium content near the precipitate/matrix interfaces compared to the as-received samples, Fig. 1c and 1d. This decrease in chromium content can be attributed to complex precipitation reactions, which can lead to embrittlement and intergranular corrosion due to chromium depletion in the austenitic grains [34]. Furthermore, in the heat-treated samples, an increase in the quantity of carbides was observed compared to the as-received material. Most of these carbides were identified as Mn₂₃C₆ type carbides, which is consistent with [8] and the more stable carbides predicted by thermodynamic simulations using FactSage 8.0. The Equilibrium module and the FACTPS and FSteel databases were employed within a temperature range of 1200°C to 400°C, considering a pressure of 1 atm. The reported results correspond to phases with an Activity = 1. Additionally, a continuous gray phase was identified at the austenitic grain boundaries in air-cooled samples. This phase could correspond to various compounds such as Cr₂C, FeC, MoC, SiC, CoN, SnN, and (Mn, Fe)S, in accordance with the aforementioned simulation.

**Effect of corrosion test on samples**

During each extraction stage from the corrosion chamber, the corroded specimens were examined using a stereoscopic magnifying glass (Olympus SZ61). It was observed that for the as-received samples, regardless of the exposure time (between 8 and 96 hours), the presence of isolated oxides may have formed on the surface of the stainless steel due to subtle superficial heterogeneities such as scratches and pores. These corrosion products on the alloy surface appeared to be less frequent and small in size, as shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, indicating the stainless quality of the material. In contrast, the heat-treated samples exhibited a different corrosion morphology, see Fig. 3.

| Fig. 1 Microstructure of the specimens: a) As-received, and b) Heat treated. EDS analysis in samples: c) As-received, and d) Heat treated. |
| Fig. 2 Stereoscopic magnifying glass image for the AR condition, considering different exposure times to the salt spray: a) 8 h and b) 96 h. M [4.5x]. |

Specifically, the heat-treated samples have shown a larger amount of Fe oxides and a well-developed, mostly reddish, irregular patina with a rough surface aspect as the exposure time increases, see Fig. 3. This corresponds to the classic formula of rust, which is Fe₂O₃·xH₂O, as shown in equation (2). Additionally, it should be noted that small yellow and brown regions, indicating different hydration states of iron, are visible.

\[
4 \text{FeO(s)} + 3 \text{O}_2(g) + 6 \text{H}_2\text{O}(l) \rightarrow 2 \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3\cdot\text{xH}_2\text{O}(s) \quad (2.)
\]

This observation is consistent with the corrosion attack caused by the presence of aggressive chloride ions, which act as powerful oxidizing agents and rapidly react with the metal, forming...
metal chloride [35]. The surface of all samples was further examined using stereoscopic magnifying glass, and macrographs of the entire sample surfaces were captured. These macrographs were analyzed using image analysis software (TSView). The analysis revealed that, particularly for the longest exposure time (96 hours), a significant increase in the amount of surface oxides was observed, as depicted in Fig. 4.

Based on the analysis of Fig. 3 and 4, it can be determined that the heat-treated samples exhibited corrosion products covering almost the entire surface after 96 hours of exposure to the corrosive fog. This is indicative of a larger area of chromium depletion near the austenitic grain boundaries and a higher number of carbides, particularly M_23C_6, at the grain boundaries, as a result of heat treatments. This leads to increased sensitization and susceptibility to intergranular corrosion, as discussed in previous studies [36, 37]. The microstructural quantification supports this observation, as the quantity of oxides in the as-received samples remained relatively low across different exposure times. The corrosion rate calculated from equation (1) for the as-received sample was very low and it remained practically constant over time. On the other hand, the heat-treated samples exhibited a maximum corrosion rate during the initial hours of exposure, as shown in Fig. 5. This was evidenced by the formation of localized areas of oxide, which later grew and propagated not only on the surface but also inside the sample. The higher corrosion rate observed in the heat-treated samples, compared to the as-received sample, can be attributed to the sensitization phenomenon explained earlier. The formation of chromium carbides at the grain boundaries leads to chromium depletion in the surrounding matrix, reducing the availability of chromium for the formation of the protective oxide layer. This localized chromium depletion results in a loss of corrosion resistance along the grain boundaries, making them preferential sites for corrosive attack and leading to intergranular corrosion and an overall higher corrosion rate. This trend is consistent with findings reported by other experts [38], where chloride ions are identified as the main cause of localized passive film breakdown.

In summary, this behavior can be attributed to the precipitation of chromium carbides [39, 40], which renders the austenitic grains more susceptible to chloride ion attack, leading to the breakdown of the protective film and accelerated corrosion reactions [11, 35, 41]. This was confirmed through scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which revealed the widespread presence of corrosion pits and intergranular cracks associated with carbides, as mentioned earlier.
increases, intergranular corrosion can propagate deeper into the material, resulting in more intergranular damage.

In the case of the as-received samples, a slight level of surface damage was detected, which remained relatively constant from the first 8 hours up to 50 hours of exposure. However, after 96 hours, the attack became more pronounced, showing clear signs of intergranular corrosion, Fig. 6a and 6b. On the other hand, the heat-treated samples with a high density of carbides exhibited substantial damage from the beginning of exposure to the saline atmosphere. The average depth of intergranular damage increased from 11 μm at the first 8 hours to more than 30 μm at the end of the test, representing an increase of almost 300% in the attack depth, Fig. 7. In contrast, the as-received sample had a lower damage depth of less than 10 μm after 96 hours. All these measurements were determined using Material Plus 4.5 software.

These results are consistent with the higher level of attack experienced by the heat-treated material (at 900°C) with slow cooling in the air, which leads to the precipitation of chromium-rich Mo:Cs carbides along the grain boundaries. As a result, the steel becomes sensitized and susceptible to intergranular corrosion in aggressive environments, as explained in [42].

CONCLUSIONS

The microstructural analysis performed on both the as-received and heat-treated AISI 316L austenitic stainless steel indicates that inappropriate service conditions can result in the unexpected failure of this material. The presence of a NaCl atmosphere has a detrimental effect on the sensitized structure of the stainless steel, leading to intergranular attack. The damage observed, particularly after heat treatment, is attributed to chromium depletion and is closely associated with the presence of chromium carbide particles and intermetallic phases located in the grain boundaries. These factors contribute to the corrosion progression and compromise the integrity of the stainless steel. These findings highlight the importance of considering the environmental conditions and heat treatment processes when utilizing AISI 316L stainless steel. Proper material selection and appropriate operating conditions (away from sensitization temperatures) are essential to avoid potential failures caused by intergranular corrosion.
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